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A 81
ll S3 y Sextet
beats BowdoinHas Series Lead

ceeding administration.
mis- 5j
:•: takc.u may liuvr been mude in 0
The Y W C. A. cabinet held a
the bills rendered at the first X
retreat at Dr. Leonard's farm last
Of I lie year. We ask that such X
Sunday. This retreat
was held to
mistakes be reported to this y
formulate a policy for the
new
department so that
records X
Valery Burati '?,> was
elected year and to try to discover how ill
may be completed to dale, l"u- S
Tit one hundred and
Bfty-four
editor-in-chief
ol the Garnet
at cabinet can help to lead
the stu'Takes attendance.
tine mistakes avoided, and X
of the class of 1 932 .li<the recent meeting of the nominat- Idenis ai Bates to carry out the pur- m r■ ■:> i
Sixteen present in .ill.
the existing emirs corrected. X
-t evening at
ing committee of the
Publishing pose of the Y. W. C. A.; '"to unite por ■■ ! I hems) ■ III SINKSS MANAGER
D
Plans are already
being In the desire to realise B full and 256 Colleg street as the gneste of
The Faculty at a meeting on Mon- xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Board.
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BAXES STUDENT X
formulated for the first issue which creative
life through
a growing g ulal Pr ■-:.: nl an 1 Mrs. Gray.
: iv. .lanuary 1, gave approval of the
sextet
jumped
into
the
lead
in the
will appear shortly after mid-years. knowledge of God."
The Seniore were well i nl irtained xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx scramble for state honors by slapping
use ol the new skating rink on GarAs editor-in-chief of this publiThe members of the cabinet by a lively program and expressed
celon Field. Sundays from 2:00 una decisive .1-1 defeat on Bowdoln
cation Burati has the responsibility shared the probems of their various themselves as being anprsfiatlve of
til 5:00 P. M. This decision was
Monday afternoon. The Garnet showof making the magazine pay. Last committees, and through these com- the divers efforts of their fellow
mads afler Valery Burati. with the
ed a flashy offense and a defense
year Insufficient
financial
means I mittees the cabinet hopes to reach •la • i-ims I'
unofficial but moral support of the
which permitted the Polar Bears onnecessitated holding up the fourth | more of the students. Two Bat
A number ol
.. ..
selections,
Outing Chili, asked permission from
lv ten shots at Flynn 1n the goal,
issue. As ;i result the following sug- ; men spoke about the importance of rendered by a quartel consisting of
President Gray to allow Sunday
u'.l
but one of which he succ&^fully
gestions are being considered, and the •""• In Y. W. C. A. Through Marj iri Brlggs, Doris Moone-y, Maskating,
lo be replaced by tennis
turned away.
with possible alterations one will some experience they have come l:i
rion Blake and MurieJ Cower, and
during the spring months, and to
Ben White .scored midway through
doubtlessly be accepted.
realize how much meaning this letompanied by Betty Mann, were
lie supplemented by uee of the tothe Mi'st period with a backhand shot
I. One issue lo be conducted by ; ter should have for all the mem ac
pleading
and
well
received.
A
HiMboggan chute.
from outside
the defense. Solo
Hie Spofford Club.
hers of both our Y. M. C. A. and
Billy act. made Up of Borne of "Roger
flights down the ice was the method
i' endowments
solicited
from our Y. W. ('. A. Then the girls dis- Bill's'"
Outing Club in Charge
Bnest, was accepted with enof attack used by both olubs until la
those interested i" the college, both eased practical means of living a thusiasm, and II •- generally believed
All responsibility of the cane or
second period when Bob Swett sent
townspeople and Alumni.
higher life and bringing this into
the new rink has been placed in the
the
4-A
Players
are
missing
a
great
one home from a face-off directly in
;i. The Garnet to come off the their Y work.
It inds of the Outing Club. This
ii
-t
ii
thej
do
not
add
these
talented
press instead ol the
Student for
front of the Bowdoln not. Soba comBy Hoinxso.v JOHNSTON
The girls want to thank Dr and Hate; men to their number.
organisation
will
erect signs displeted the scoring late in the game
, thai particular week.
-Mrs. Leonard for the use of their
playing the rules, some of which
Eight enthusiastic
students reSis
e
DO
party
is
complete,
even
by hooking the puck away from a
Although no one of these plans farm and for their
assistance In
arc:
turned lo the Bates campus early '■ may materialize,
for
college
Seniors,
without
refreshThe business and editorial hoards concentrated attack of the Brunssome alternativecreating an
atmosphere in which
The rink shall be used on Sun- last week, eager to carry out som■• must be reached to reduce
expenses
girls could receive a renewed ment!, the dass of 1932 round the ot the Bates Year Book, the "Mir- wick sextet and sailing the length of
days from 2:00 to 5:00 P. M. only. definite plans and some less definite and to arouse more interest, es- the
afore-mentioned
"goodies"
playing
ror"' met Friday at one o'clock in the rink to put it to rest through
inspiration for
their work of the
were
revolving
in ' pecially.in the student body.
On week days it will be open all day. ideas which
an Important and acceptable part in the history room
in Hathorn.
At Ha ikell.
new year.
Then, .hall be no hockey playing their minds. They had jus! come
the program,
this general meeting Elden Dust in
Mcl/ichen tallied for Bowdoin in
A novel idea has been suggested,
or rough play of any kind on
the from Buffalo, where they had re- almost simultaneously. by Valery,
:<> :
::2. editor, and Robert Manson '32. the (second period with a high chot
rink, especially on Sunday.;. A local presented Hates at the Eleventh Burati and an Alumnus. The plan
business manager, gave a summary from mid-ice.
policeman will probably be hired Quadrennial Convention of the Btu- awaiting consideration is that two I
nl ibe work on the "Mirror" to
Haskcll had "9 slo,ps throughout
dent Volunteer Movement, meeting pages shall be reserved for contri-!
to keep order on Sundays.
dale.
the game and with Bilodeau and RiThe rink shall be open only to from Pec. 30 to Jan. 3. In sending buttons from the Alumni. If this is
Maine woods theme
chardson made the bent showing for
Hat. , College student-* and their these delegates to Buffalo. Bates accepted it will doubtlessly bring to'
The theme lias been developed the Polar Rear. Both forward lines
guests. They will be admitted upon exhibited the fact that there is on | ti,„ ,,ubli, material from people Of I
nearly as planned early in the se- for the Garnet seemed to click but
a healthy in ! noi,..
display of coupon books or some campus, along with
mester; the Maine Woods note will with the defense play of the t2am
terest In sports and
social activiother means of identification.
be maintained in the cover design. as a whole featuring the gam?.
Members of all classes are urged
ittli and foreword pages.
heading
The Faculty will keep watch of ties, a real concern in religion and to submit
any literary attempt.
Summary:—
and portrait panel designs, and in BATES
the activity for a time, and may re- world-wide problems.
Choice of subject matter is almost
BOWDOIN
Those making the trip,
for the unlimited. Poems,
voke their decision if nocuisary. The
the introductory pages to the va- Secor. lw
essays,
short
On the weokan i o* January 15.
rw. Robbing
Cars stories; criticisms
rious sect inns of the book. The per- Murphy, c
Outing Club has secured the co- most part, traveled by auto.
of modern
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c, Roseufeld
The Pop Concert,
the
formal sonal senior
portraits havo been Ray McCluskey, rw . . . lw, Godfrey
operation of the Student Council, and ware furnished by Dr. Malice and post American. English or foreign of the Colby W. A. A. at a Play Daj
the literature; dramas, human interest to i". held at the uoHege.
dance
and concert given
by the collected and are on their way to White. Id
any troublesome cases will be pro- Mr. Frost, who accompanied
rd. Bilodeau
delegates; They were Edith Lerrigo. stories;
musical clubs of Bal is the engravers, the data blanks for Soba. rd
treatises on
psychology,
secuted.
'I"!i ■ cue Is will lie enl rlaineil at combined
Id. Richardson
Helen Foss, Polly Grover,
Alden ethics, philosophy or
College,
is
to
be
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in
the
Alumni!
science—
personal
senior
write-ups
have
been
the
dormitories,
and
the
program
Ask t'copi call >n „r Students
Flynn. g
g. Haskell
Oardiuer, George Driscoll,
Robert practically any type or form
of will consist of sports and ram. ■ Gymnasium duiing the evening of given out ,ind similar information Berry, spare
spare. McLachan
The cooperation of the student Frost, Robert Johnston and Mildred writing will be acceptable.
Januarj 21. The concert will begin | blanks for organization secretaries Swett. spare
which
will
probably
include
baakel
spare. Da kin
body is requested in order thai thie Moyer.
■
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to use in giving data concerning Rugg, spare
ball, volleyball. and Other slml 14 at eight o'clock with orchestral
spare. Dowling
new .ink will be a success and proOn Sunday afternoon.
Jan.
:t.
recreations, and will concluda with lections by the Orphic Society. AI I heir groups tire tilled out and col- Ralph McCluskey. spare
vide wholesome diversion for Sunday there came to a close one of the]
a baifqnel Saturday evening. Other the end of a half-hour's program lected. The pictures of girl's athlespare, Hubbard
afternoons, if ibis works well, the most successful and effective con- i
the time Will be given over to danc- tic groups are being taken by Stano leg< i wii: h wi.il be repi set
First Period
tennis courts wiH probably l>e> opened volitions in the history of the Stuing until aln.nl ten o'clock when a ley Everett, and work on the general
will
include
the
University
of
Malm
White.
Bates.
11.20.
on Sundays in the spring. The ques- dent
Volunteer Movement.
The!
and the I'nivei- rttj
of New ll i<nt p musical interlude will take place for pronp photographs si art eel on MonSecond Period
tion of opening the toboggan chule number
enrolled
was somewhat '
tin
.inn oi .■
i urther en joj men) day when Photographer
Plnmmer
hire.
M, Lublin. Rowdoin. 11.40.
was deferred until student demand smaller than thai
originally ant)
"di include songs by
the took photos of the 1932 class offiSin e the winter of '29-'30, when Tiii
Swpti,
Bates.
13.35.
may call for another decision. The cipated, due in large to the present ,
a mi WiMie :i . t'. Ire ClUDS, by cers and the men's
and women's
Bates Inaugurated the Brsl
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but
it
was
fact that the slide is in an open space economic situation;
the
Darnel
Revellers,
and
also
man]
Politics
Club
in
the
Men's
QymnaPlay I • iy Ml Mini ', Colfa) . Uofl'll '■ itj
Soba. Bates, ft.15.
n?ar a main thoroughfare might pointed out that the significance of 1
of \! tiii< . and New Hampt bii
Unl novelties noi to be announced be sium. The editors have arranged
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is
contained
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whole Christian movement began
cided upon btti Profe or 5eldon T Gym thus doing away with the 'rip Richardson, checking, Secor, checkwith a mere handful! of men. and | win of Lindley M, Webb ,a gradu- which the other Ihree colleges ar< Crjt 11
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|m
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ate
of
Bytes
in
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class
of
1870
though it has so vitally affected the
who
working lo make the Pop necessary
up until
last year.
A check, Rosenfeld, illegal stfckwortt.""
t In Portland. Play Daj wan < gi eal n .
history of the world, it is still a who died January
i
the most prominent social schedule
for the taking of these Dakiu. illegal oheck. Murphy, illegal
Mr.
Welili
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always
keenly
iuthe
ol
ii
■
:i
■
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ng
up
I
be
minority group.
i . PHI i.: i i' -. ear, states 'hal
it photographs 's published elsewhere check., .\juv.pby. illegal check],. Ralph
idpnl ilion and will soon in- l"i ad j
Stops,
But the delegates to the Eleventh toraBted in bis Alms Mater. He was ard of frien lly
Alter i his sec in the Student. The department Mc('iir-key. illegal eh*eck.
a
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of
the
Hoard
of
Over
"play
for
i
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ake."
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e
ir,
Quadrennial Convention of the Stuotitl period ni entertainment
the heads are working on the write- Haskell 38, Flynn 10. Referees. Feeseers
of
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from
1878
to
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Maine
did
t
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u
r
«it
M
a
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dent Volunteer Movement, numberdauci;g will continue until 11:45 ups necessary
lo make complete ney and 'Ljndqjuist. Time: three twenneul year,
New P. M.
ing approximately 2200.
were in- and was President of the organiza- Play Day. an i
the history told in the pictures of ty •■jinnte periods.
tion
for
several
years,
since
IS:H llanir -hire is to OlUcrtaitl lb- till
—-—
:o:
1
terested in other things Mian the
.Sim B thi it I lie only occasion of their ".Minor" section.
size of their convention and its re- he has been a member of the Board Y. line s -hoole.
Manson outlines plans
The sjy girls who have been >■ the • ii when such a program Is
lation with the past.
They
were ni Fellows He had been a lawyer
sine his graduation lecled lo go to Watirviii • ar
Manson, its considering the busi"Bin" open io Bates students with their)
Donald E. Smith '33 of Methuen. deeply concerned with the meaning in Portland
in|
to
the
townspeople
of
Bates.
ness aspect Of the publication, was
Finn ".".L'. "Bscky" Cousins '•"■'. "AI"
Mass., was elected lo the office Of of the convention and
iis relation front
ni; win contains a similar be- Howe '."'.2 ■"Fran" Bracketl
':'.:'. Lewiston and Auburn, it is expected optimistic as to the number of subVice Chairman of the
Intercolleg- with the present and the immediate
thai
great
uccess
will
attend
the
la Hi"
Immanuel
Baptist "Dot" Penney '33, an i "Toby" Zahn
scriptions received as a result, of
all parts of quest
iate Council of the League for In- future. Coming from
a flail
ni Portland; the remainder ":: l
the Student
Assembly
campaign,
dustrial
Democracy at a
meeting the United States and Canada, as Church
Tickel can be procured ni Coram , and outlined further plans in this
held by the League in New- York well as from several foreign conn of the estate goes lo his son Philip
Library, the College
Book Store. line including a system of alumni
ii Webb '17 and other relatives.
R< olved, "Thai Congress enaci
during the Christmas holidays. The tries, these students were gathered
:o:
and from members of the commit- solicitation.
personal
follow-up legislation providing
for the cenelection comes as a
resull
of together at Buffalo. N. Y. rniiu Dec.
tee
work, and another Student Assem- tralized control of industry" is to be
Smith's efficient
work for the or- 30 to Jan. 3 for the purpose of sebly appeal.
The printing and en- the subject under discussion hi the
ganization,
and lie assumes
his riously facing the pressing problems
graving is being taken in charge by annual Bates-Maine
debate to be
duties in April when he Will succeed of the world today and of discoverM'trill and Webber Co. of Auburn held in the Lit He Theatre, Monday
Rlna Stocker of Vassar and Char- ing what answer Christian missions
and Howard-Wesson Co.
of Wor- January 18th. The affirmative will
offer
to these
perplexing
lotte Tuttle. daughter of a Repu- could
cester. Mass. respectively. Great ef- be upheld by Edith Lerrigo '32 and
blican candidate for governor
in questions.
'i lie Lambda Alpha sponsored a
fort has been made lo secure ar- Eva Sonstroem '33 of Bates. Both
Positive Christianity .stressed
New York.
Leap Yi ir tea dance last Friday
rangements which will guarantee gitls have proved
their ability in
It was recognized early In the
The Bates Junior gave three adaf tcrnooir from t to 6 in Chase Hi''
harmony
in type of paper
used. previous varsity debates. Maine will
desses during the three-day
con- convention sessions that the scope
Tir w.-ii the iir.-it one in <i\ reart
print tug methods, and engraving lie represented by Ruth
Walenta
hail
ference period. He spoke at. an L. of the missionary enterprise
ibiis making for a
fine reprodur- and Eva Bisbee. It is interesting to
President Clifton f). Gray, speak- 'I'll i i were and InvHt .1 guest.; pre
1. D. director's meeting and lunch- been tar too narrow in the past—
cbaples.
Music
wai
tlon of photographs and drawings.! note that Miss Lerrigo and Miss
ami
[freedom", sent, ninety
to ing on "Colleges
eon in the University Club on the that there had been blindness
fiirn'dr I by tii' Clappiu ton and his
An effort will be made this year to Bisbee opposed each other In last
topic of "The Value of Labor Chau- the needs of the limes—and that it opened a series of radio broadcast • Bob .us.
follow
the suggestion of the Faculty year's debate at Maine.
:;i:>'iii:ito Student. Members" in was necessary lo take a positive entitled "Reflexions of the College
ieveral
i
preaetitativee
ti
om
the
Publishing
Committee
to
interThe guests were Dean Hazel \i
The debate is under the able
Professor",
to
I"'
given
every
Wedforward
step
if
this
convention
Wat
the course of which he relates his
a Mouse sperse some "Mirror" feature pages j management of Helen Hamlin '33
OLark, Preisl I ml an I Mrs. Clifton I). Bates I ' mi us al tend I
summer experiences with worker's to realize to the fullest extent its nesday afternoon at 4:1R. over sta- Gray, Dr. and Mr . Arthur N. Leo- Party al
Poland
Springs
from ir the advertising section so that of the
Debating Council.
Judges
education classes. "Social Planning" opportunities and have any slgnlfl tion WCSH i" Portland.
President
Gray
discussed
the nard, Profi i •!' au.i Mrs, Fred A, p. i lain r 30 in January I, This af- the advertisers can have some con- are to be Prof. Abramson of Bowwas the subject of his conference cant response to the challenge with
fair
was
conducted
by
the
Oxford
fidence
Ihat
their
advertisements
Knapp,
Prof,
and
Mrs.
Basnuel
i'"
doin,
Prof.
Newall
of
Tufts
and
was faced. The general matter ot collegei and the freedom
speech. Smith's third talk was of an which it
Harms. The committee
In charge MOW imiil incnihi :. who W I'e re will get more al tent ion than in the Judge Herbert Foster.
Mrs. Fred
they
entail,
or
should
email.
emtheme
of
the
convention
was
"The
informal
nature in the home of
con 'iii.I nf Prances E. Stevens '32, oently on canuiuis, aud members of past.
Mai..-, will be the presiding officer.
Norman Thomas where he discussed living Christ in the world of to- phasizing the faci that college is chairman, Betty Mann ':!:;. Dorothy many of the •■''■' -■■ in the United
tile place where one should have
day".
The
breadth
of
this
theme
is
student experiences
in
Lewiston
. . .i in attend. Those
freedom of thought and of expres- O'Hara '33. Mary d,. O'Nell '33, Mu- Stati - v..
(Continued on page I. column S)
and Hopewell, Virginia.
M. MacLeod '32 and M i Is tn from Bates who were present were
sion ot" thai thought. In respect to riel
t liv Knowles, Horace Turner,tBoad
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx college professors.
he slated thai Wheeler.
i ni'y
pinn
":;::
and
Hiriaim I', j. Profe taor Lewi . and Ri t
they'also, should be able to state
their opinions without fear of be- Wheeler poured. R"gina faiitlin '35, 1-11-I !• . i riini \ 111.111-11.
Charlotte E. MvKenney '3B, Florence
The plan nt the boa e party wau
ing criticized.
E. I.arrabi" '34, aud Martha P. Har- much the wme as the management
Talk by Dr. Leonard soon
John Fuller, '31, now a student' tinuous process ,but it has its pe«
This week's talk will he given by ris '33 served. Currier and Simpson el' the visit <jr the Oxford group here
jj
By CLIVE KNOWLES
1
... Bates, except thai the work was in the graduate school of M. I. T., | riods of maximum
Dr. Leonard who will speak on the of Auburn were the caterers.
and minimum
more mi, enl rat id and covered a continuing his study in the realm activity. Bates i« now In a mAttimam
"Goethe Centenary".
The remain2
How times have changed ! To most of us at. Bates college x der of the programme is as follows:
longer ipe t of tfms In this way the of Biology, is one of the many | period and it is important that the
-upportem of Bii..hiuani-m ware able alumni who retain interest in the, work does not slacken. After all
Jan. 20—-"Maine As It Looks to
B is a place where we get things... Education... Friendships. .
S
(he Geologist." Dr. Lloyd W. Fisher. I
tn .leal with lhii.se peapie attending, affairs of the college, and in kind, there are in each class only a few
x Good Times... Few of us really give anything to the institution x
letters, write
to
their' able to build anything new, though
in individual conferences and thus friendly
Professor of Geology.
g that meant so much to its founders. Few pause to realize lie g
preaenl their views more specifically. friends on campus, making recom- many may be capable of handling
.Ian. 27—"Why Should
Women
Their principles, Confidences, Con- mendatlone, criticisms, or giving en- ' routine. If Bates can retain a few
Haael M.
Clark.,
fj sacrifice aud suffering that they went through in order th:,t « Go to College."
[eesion. OonvicWoh, Conversion ami eouragement.
good minds in student body and
X Bates College might in some degree Wtain to the ideal thai thej g Dean of Women.
While at. Bates. Mr. Fuller was faculty she will progress."
IVb. ::
"The Place of Religion
Continuance, were explained as fniiy
Professor
R.
ll.
N.
Could,
a
X had set up for it.
jj in the College
Curricnlum."
Di of the Politics Clubs, announced ai |ic able, an,I the personal .meet- one of I he outstanding figures in< his
The following
notes are taken
football,
ings with individuals tended to give class. He played varsity
Raymond L». Zerby, Instructor
In
letter from
Mr.
yesterday that C. Douglas Booth, a better understanding of the move- was selected for an All-Maine posi- from an earlier
g
During the depression of 'hi it seemed that the future ol 6 Biblical Literature.
Fuller, showing that he has not
H the college was wrecked. "Things were in an unfinished state, jj
Feb 10—"Physical Health and traveler, publicist, lecturer, and ment which has as it's aim—to re- tion ; was a contributor and editor | lost interest in the activities in
authority on
Balkan affairs,
will
ami freedom of The Garnet: business manager of which he was so interested during
9 The second floor of Hathorn Hall was unfinished... 1 atKOI fi IMontai Success". C. Ray Thompson, speak in Hathorn Hall on Tuesday. ili jcover ib • ■ ■
The Mirror; the campus' outstand- his_ undergraduate days:
of Christ ian experience
Director
of
Track
Athletics.
$ Hall was roofless. Then a blow sudden, heavy, and detail- X
February
9.
at
S
P.
M.
ing writer of poetry; and other acF.vb. 17 -"Oar
Lives as
They
"I was glad to see the Outing
The
speakers
were
all
those
who
Mr.
Bodth
IK
a
member
"t
the
X threatening struck us. Words fail to describe the suttenn-- ol g Seem to the t'hemist"—Dr. Walter
Club get off on the right foot with
poke on the I'.ii'
Campus, among tivities too numerous to mention.
Royal
Institute
of
International
The Student is more than glad to
» the country in the panic of '57. We were no exception,
.i. it- 3 \. Lawrence, Professor of ChemisAffairs in England. After his early whom w ■■■■ W. Cleveland Hicks, who welcome letters from its alumni, a series of hikes for the girls and
9 sands of dollars of our subcriptions became worthless. ,\lom\\ x
the Thorncrag picnic. Those on the
officiated
at
I
he
meetings
at
Bates,
Feb. -4 "The World of Today education was completed, at St. An- Lee Vrooinan,
Directors have the resDean of the Inter- and speaks for the entire student Board of
8 even at twelve percent was not to be had for its own sake .-n. g
drew,;
College,
Toronto,
and
Loyola
body, in expressing the pleasure of ponsibility
viewed bv the Sociologist"—Anders
of keeping the Club
§ onlv for love, so far as the institution was concerned. A school Q M. Myhrman, Professor of Econo- University, he became a Major in national College, Syrna. Turkey; Mr. each student in hearing from some- virile and not allowing it to degeEdward T. Parry, a former missionthe
British
iforces
during
the
war:
one who preceded him or her in the nerate as it did a few years ago.
X iust opened on our hands ! Contractors, workmen, aud teach; X mics and Sociology.
later he -tudied at the Academy of ary in Turkey; Fred Thompson from affairs ot this college.
March 2—"Literature and Life
Personally. I believe that the Out§ ers to be paid ! What was to be. done ? To all human appeal x
the
Inivct
ily
of
Maine;
Howard
at the Hague,
The following excerpts were tak- ing Club can exert a wholesome In—Dr. Kdwin M. Wright. Professor International Law,
Blake
from
Princeton;
Albert
Camp6 ances the institution must fail. A few of us spent an entire j
spent some time at the Balkans, did
of English.
bell from Hamilton, and John and en from a recent letter from Mr. fluence on campus, such as no
X night in consultation_and prayer in the room in Parker Hall
March 9—"What is Happening in political work for the National Sterling Lanier, grandsons
of the Fuller, who is now doing graduate other body could.
r
work at M. I. T. in Boston, MassaS now used by the Christian Ass n. As the morning dawned Hie
Our Schools—Dr. Robert A. F. Mc- Liberal Party in England. He ha! southern poet. Sidney Lanier.
"If it is true, as I have heard
also worked in favor of the Liberty
chusetts:
Donald Professor of Education.
that Bates will play two large col5 path of duty seemed clear."
Then these men. trustees, and
In
addition,
-Professor
Maynard
of
"After all we alumni don't run leges in 1933, the increment in the
March 16—"Psych-logy, What is Loan movement, and the Red Cross, Tofts, and Professor Brown who
X president of'the college, went but and raised the money even at
it?" M. Howell Lewis, Professor of and has written several articles on teaches International Relations at the college any more, but we do! athletic fund might be sufficient so
Eastern European affairs. ,
X the risk of imperilling their own financial future. As a result
retain interest in it an,d want to that the winter, sports team could
Psychology.
His topic IH to be "Balkan Con- Princeton and who is a member of help where we can.
g the college was carried through the greatest crisis of its his'ory.
In each of these discussions the
be under the Athletic Association,
th?
Institute
of
Politic*
in
Williams"The sanction of Sunday Sports where it belongs, and not drain the
speaker will answer five questions solidation—A Necessity to European
town,
were
speakers.
Professor
will be in keeping with the liberal- club treasury. The team is a good
There is something inspiring in the thought of men praying g of interest and in connection with Peace." The Politics Clubs were able
to secure his services for this lecture Brown plans to conduct a House ization of
Haies in other ways. tiling, it would be disgraceful to
H all night a roofless Parker Hal! for the future of that infant X the subject.
party,
similar
to
the
one
held
at
PoSomehow I feel that during my give it up, but it should have more
These radio programs are t>eing through the Carnegie Endowment for
3 institution which was to become the Bates College of today
g arranged and will be directed by Internationa! Peace o: which Nicho- land Springs, at Geneva, sometime four years at college I beheld a cri- financial support and a coach who
iuri-.r [»,6 -prteg c« i9< :
las Murray Btttiits: — director.
sis in Its affairs. Evalutios is s. co=- cc-a!d devote ~ors tire to it."
1:<^XKOO£SQii&X>^^

Sunday Skating

Garcelon Rink to B<>
Open 2-5 P. M.
Sundays

:■:

Plans Alumni SectionOne Spofford Issue

President Gray's

i5
:■:

Eight Delegates
Attend Buffalo
Student Meeting

Garnet Gets 3-1 Victory
—White, Soba, and
Svvett Score

Editors Outline
Work to Date on
Bates Year Book

Student Volunteer Movement Conference Gives
Great Inspiration

Have Developed Maine
Woods Theme In
"Mirror"

Six Bates Women
Musical Clubs'
to be Guests at j
Pop Concert is
Colby Play Day
Next Thursday

Bates Receives
Bequest in Will
of Lindley Webb

Smith Receives
Chairmanship in
L.I.D. Election

Bates Debates
Maine Monday

Dr. Gray Gives
First Talk of
Radio Programs

I

Sacrifice—Prayer—Bates

Lambda Alpha Girls
Hold Tea Dance As
lx;ap Year Function

Bates People Go
to Oxford Group
Party at Poland

Letters of Alumnus Show
Lasting Interest in Bates

|

Noted Lecturer to
Discuss Balkans in
February Meeting

\
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CXXWCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJ I To the Bdltor of The Student.
[Fisake Diiuup Hall to be given a nominal number of free meals each
Sir.
w'e, the students
who attended
!-eiiiester for the purpose of entertaining friends or of taking euta
;
x" the Uuatji emiial studeni Volunteei
from dining halls.
X ('•uiwafiiiii
at Buffalo, wish
i),,.
<i. Sunday Sports: lVjmi.ssion to use tennis courts in summer,
students of Bates to gel an Idea
and perhaps toboggan chute in winter. Sunday afternoons from 2
ami what
it i,,
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX its Importance
o'clock to (I o'clock, in addition to recent skating permission.
meant
to.
iia
To the Editor of the Student:
It brought lo us a new deter ml
7. Student Comnuttees: The establishment of a committee of
BDITOS • IN - CHIEF
nation to Hv,- in obedience to n„.
students
in
each
class
of
any
course
wlmf
ever
to
present
grievances,
Sir:
Vtlary buratl, '32
spirit of Christ. This calls for dy
recommendations, or pleas to the instructor or professor of "that class.
(Tel. 1056)
It was wilh some interest that I nainic living, lor the way of Ghriai
IvblUliing office T.l. tuu
Members of the committee to I
lected by the class at large two
read the independent
opinions of is the way of the cross.
It tiic-an
BUSINESS MANAGER
MANAGING EDITOR
the members of the Student Conn-1 jorgettipjt" personal ambitions, and
Hv MAItV no.\<;
Robert LtBoyUaux, '32 weeks after the first meeting in each sejn.es.ter. The committee shall
Elder. H. Dujtin. '32
(Tel. 88364)
lei] as regards whether or not fresh- :„ \il0 spirit of Jesus entering Into
(TeL 1882)
have the power Io present criticisms of the professor's methods, or
Women'a Editor
Happy Now Year everybody! We man initiation should be continued I tne sufferings of humanity and minGeneral News Editor
Dorothy Fuge. '32 recommendation in writing, or to confer with him in person.
wish you all the success
in mid- at Hates. It was With regret that| (storing to the needs of the world
William Dunham. '32
(Tel. 8207)
K. Council on Athletics: Council to be reorganised to include years and in BSCUrtng thai coveted I read the stand taken by Kdward only by sacrificial
living can He
(Tel. 84121)
Dtlwtt Editor
Sports Editor
Tierney, the
Freshman
member. wor"],i he redeemed from its condil.ieiilty members, student members, all head coaches, and only one position.
Khlrlaj Ca<e, '32
The election ol" Mr. Tierney to the |ion of ,,naos an,i strifo and uncerI'mrker M»nn. '88
(Tel. 82.P7.
alumni delegate not a member of the faculty. President of the Col(Tel. 763)
t'oumil was a popular one for one tairity'. The way of love must lead
V.-.U.C..
.Atl.oleln.s
At
this
linnwe
anpleased
to,
Intercollegiate Editor
Alli.CJ Ilui.c, '32 lege to investigate feasibility of combining academic and athletic acknowledge two new publicat ions reason, and thai
was because his t() Calvary before it can lead
to
iiarj Hoag. '32
EDITORIAL SIAIT
budgets,
which have been added to our ex- . la.-smates thought him an W1U-, Resurrection.
Samuel
Scolnik,
'33
Frank
Byron,
'S3
9. Publishing Association: Reorganization of Publishing Asso- change list They are The King's standing opponent of this custom j
Margarel Bateumn, '32
Not only did the convention givDorothy Staples. '33
Roger Derby. '33
Muriel Blisa, '32
but it sup
ciation Hoard of Directors to include live student
representatives College tic cord of the University of that has caused much trouble. TW y this •determination,
Elinor Williams, M3
XI Id red Hollywood. '33
Vaata Brown. '32
Kcuucth Wood, '83
Kings College, Halifax, Nova Sco- hud every reason to
believe tins plied us with the courage and lb
Aiu.ee Irish. '33
and
four
faculty
members,
instead
of
three
faculty
members.
The
Auguata i • ... . '32
Lucille Jack. '33
Mariorie Bennett. '34
undertake
the task
lia. and
Acadia
Atheneaiim.
of before the election.
I think I can power to
Bertha W. Critckell. '82
PI i.-nee .Uuies, '33
Nancy Crockett. '34
additional faculty representative to be the Assistant to the President, Acadia University, Woli'ville, Nova even go as far as to truthfully say Through tho spirit
PnrUor J. Dexter. 32
of unity ami
Doris V.". alcAlliater. '34
'II alma Kittredge. '33
Robert Manson. '32
the Bursar, or the Chairman of-Audit Committee, who shall -crve Seoiia. Both
are publications
of that .Mr. Tierney did not appear on fellowship it brought us inspiration
Frank Jdurray. '34
t.l.,0 Knowled, '33
Kog&moud Nichol.*. '32
Thorn** Musgrave, '34
li. olhy O'ilara. '88
Ex-.Officio. The Faculty Committee on Publications to be entitled merit: the former having well writ- the campus with a freshman cap or and a sense of the presence of thLliiaketh Seigel, '32
Albert Oliver, '34
|)a '. o.cuti '33
Randolph Weatherbea, "32
and obligated to sit. without vote, with the Board of Directors of icn items on local and world pro- tie during the entire initiation pe- living Christ.
Theodore &ciiu*>ii, '34
Alice Puriiitrton. '33
With the determination to live in
Helen Aahe, '88
blems. besides accounts of college riod. And yet he recommends, as lie
Maiifci«l KkOletl, '33
Ruth Beiiham, '88
the Publishing Association.
activities. The Alheneaiim. besides tries to play between the two dis- obedience to the spirit of Chri
MAI. iui.,U DEPARTMENT
BUSINESS UEl'AKTMENt
10. The Mirror: A definite organization to be made for The being a record of college
conception
of
VIUCVJU Beileau. '33
affairs, tinct groups that make up the rest came also a new
A. J. Latham. Jl
.Nathan Milhury. *S4 Mirror, and emit rid to be under the Publishing Association,
whose has a very good literary
fcdward Wiln...!. ::■'.
section. of the Council, these requirements world problems, and a new convicJohu
lluniey.
'31
Harold E. Smith, -~i
one that tion of the adequacy of the Gospel
ibidore Arik '34 Directors shall choose Editor and Business Manager from competent Mr. Harold Fritz Sipprell. formerly for the future. Certainly
Charlea WbJpple, ■■*
is does not obey or respect
laws or Of Christ. When frankly faced, tinJamea Balano, '34 members of the Senior Class. The Editor and Business Manager shall of The Hates College lacitlly.
now a member of the Acadia fa- rules is not capable of laying th° world presents today a black picFACULIY ADVISER AMD AUDllOIt
choose
their
assistants
from
the
Junior
Class,
and
these
assistants
l'io(. l'ercj u. Wilkins
same laws or rules down for others. ture. Hnt the Christian message is
elllty.
shall compete for tire two higher positions. In this way continuity of
I say without any hesitation that sufficient for all its perplexing difSubscription. *8 00 per year in advance.
Single Copies. Ten Cents.
No great
principle
of
Written .s'olicc of change uf address should be in the hand* of the liuaiuena Manager experience and records, and audit and supervision of business by the
Speaking of exams! The under- I sincerely believe that a vote of ficulties.
invalidatetl:
one week before the issue in which the OMng* in to occur.
Directorate will be assured.
graduates of Brown University and the Class of lll.tr> would go over- Jesus has ever been
'll.t tailor il raapopaible f«-r the Hitorial column and the general policy of the
whelmingly in favor of the entire mi ihe other hand, the way of love
11. The Garnet: When the present administration of The Stu- Pembroke Cortege have won theii
paper and the Managing Editor ..i all the articles in the News Columns.
of two abolishing of all phases bf the old has been found to work. "Christian
pit ., [or a
review puriod
Member ol Sen England Intercollegiate Newapaper AuociaUoa.
dent goes out of office in March, it will be able to make recommenda- days lieioti the beginntuu of the and foolish custom of freshman ini- ity has never been tried and found
I'.iblished Wednesdays during the College Year by Students of ll.iti. College.
■Mend as tecond clasa matter ol the post office at Lewitton, .Maine.
tions for disposition of The Garnet. Current opinion is that with re- cvain period.
I hope that -Mr. Tierney wauling. It has been found diffioub
During
these
two tiation.
duced costs in printing, and The Student on a stable basis follow- days then- win be no college exer- will consider the seriousness of the and not tried."
Printed by Li Meaangev Pabliahing Company. Lewiblon, Maine.
Respectfully,
ing this year's experience and efforta, a part of the subscription price cises. This is surely a worthwhile matter, realize that a true representative is
but the voice of his
GEORGE
DRISCOLI.
;.. . niuplislinicnt.
of The Student may be diverted into a special fund which shall be
constituents, and at I lie least deIIKF.KX FOss
Crusader Without A Crusade
used to issue two numbers yearly of The Garnet. The Garnet shall
What different
ideas some col- mand that a vote of the Freshman
ROBERT PROS'!
have its own-Editor and Business Manager, both to be appointed by leges have!
AI the Cniversity Of Glass, if not of the entire College,
AI.DF.V
GASDIVEIi
The evasive, artful, ami perverting tactics of Mr. Percival 1 . the Publishing Association.
North Carolina |tlte rimiball team be taken upon this question.
ol.lVF
GROVEl;
Baxter, who—without intendine. slander to Maine -we term as her
adopted
the
skunk
as
its
official
Kespectl'ully.
12. Publicity: The establishment of a Press Bureau along the
EDITH LKRRTGn
former-Governoi, makes ii impossible to use either kindliness or in- lines of recommendations made in The Student of November IS. 1981. mascot.
I.'AI.I'H WORCESTER
AIM.DUKD MOYE1J
telligence in any attempl to controvert the unreasone ! ami nnfound13. Hditorial: To establish a custom whereby the out-going
Al bile Iniversiiy of I'eiiie yl va n::i '
pil defamation he lias given the name of Bates College
His tactics, editor, alter his gradual ion. will be invited by his successor to writ' a model Kepuiiiican ami Democratic
lie... Illhel' 8, 1981.
in tlit- poorest sens.- HI the term, with iln-ir auggestiveness rather one editorial during the first year of his alumniship. This is to give nominating convention
w-as held..
Dr. Nicholas .Murray Under. Pre
sklent ol Columbia University.
in
than their proof, have tamed lips <>!' slander toward Bates from all each editor an opporl unity to express any idea which as an under The delegates were- represented by To Hi • Kliior of Till-: STUDENT:
the students who came
from the EH
his address at the Nobel Prize CeCorners of Maine. ;i state in which Mi. Baxter is registered as ■ • ilix
graduate he fell constrained to suppress.
different stales represented at the
remony
ov.-r N. B. C.
predicted
tingoished citizen. Ami yet this distinguished citizen lias had no
Throughout the pawl eight weeks that the Paci of Paris would
II
Traditions: Steps to be taken by the Student Council and University. Rooseveli was nominatbqualms at unjustly and covertlj damaging an institution which i. interested students to substitute u holesome Iradil ions for certain un ed as the next Democratic candid- HI .i oi school. I have been watch- regarded In the future as "the su
ing
and
waiting
rather
hopefully
tor
ate.
one- of Maine's greatest assets.
preme act of the age".
wholesome ones now existing, ami which need nol be named.
.in anuouiiieuieiii to be made calling
Nor Ss it surprising thai Mr. Baxter should 11i«1«- behind a cloal.
15. The Library: That efforts be taken to increase library enA live weeks
senior
guidance .oi material to be used in the llrsi
ii was recently announce/I
tba'
of indefiniteness and ambiguity. When he accused n Portland church dowments, and that the library stall' be enlarged as proposed in course is given
at Syracuse Uni publication of -I'll' College lit-ony Dr. Butler and Miss Addams of Hull
of sponsoring Communistic nn-i-iii^s ; when he accused Maine sum
\etsity. A ii-si is given to the Se- magazine, "The Garnet". However, J louse. Chicago, were awarded tie
previous editoria Is.
no ■ ucli a Minimi, n ; has a,< vet been
, ' |.,.jZe for |!l.'!|.
Itoth almer camps as being disguised units of Soviel education ; u-bi-n under
Hi. Radio Broadcasts: That the administration set aside funds niors to Mini out ii lliev know the • viibn e I. I. for one. would lik lo Nohe
rules and traditions of tin- oolleg".
active educators, social workers an.I
the influence of the phantasmagoria of his imagination, he accused lo finance broadcasts of music by the music chilis.
know the reason why.
pacifists.
a Maine college in particular, and Portland schools in general, of
i understand thai In past
yearn
17. Sex Education: The establishment of a one-semester, three
Here are suggestions
for those
harboring Communistic and Socialistic instructors, did be have the hours course in the education of every detail of sex. Inclusion mi the who jare wondering
when- the th • publication of "The Garnet" has
Recently at Columbia some stumoney is coming from for the next ■sen financed by the euhacripttona dents hired slenographers It) attend
moral conviction to name those whom he accused .' Pressed ror .-helves of the library of a special section devoted to the subject.
term bill. Everything from "/danc- taken tor the weekly paper. "The classes with I hem lo copy the proreasons to his contentions, his answers have been jrj substance, "Be
18. Music: Appearance of the music organizations before the ing wiih fai women at 54 cents an Student". 'I'll i-- year the matter of
eftuse." Stinging under Presidenl (fray's reply, he wlrfned thai Pre- student body ; regular concerts which will give as much benefit and hour" to operating elevators, turn-'financing this latter publication be- fessors' leeiures verhaiim. The purpose was to discover bow many -ersident Gray was abusive, instead ol proving thai in Hales College i pleasure to the students as is now given to outlying communities.
l-lle,l . nine
Ii. II.
students
with came a pretriem
which faced the rors in Knvlish they made.
money.
bu-iiii',- lenai i nt.'iit
ol ihe paper.
there wen those who laugh I Socialist ir and nol Capitalistic pro
The isolation resorted to In raising
M-ailliius in an article on ecopaganda.
XXXXXXXXXXXXKXXXXXXXXXK::KX ',,,,;,!.,, a *,.„,,„„.,„ ill;:iil,sl ahv
iiuat no. ., Senior being rated lowi- tin- .piic-e of th-- subscription has nomics published in The Lyre Tree,
nR
Ii Mr. Baxtei by Ihese methods is presenting himself as a father
t~\ .
JL
X " l»lg:-Up or \V;u- itel.ls ami lepar.i er than a Kicshnuin. This is it fHct ...eeme.-l to settle thai matter for tin in si.
Stephen's
College
reads,
1
nalorial candidate it might feqnsarva eneray and'ftyping for all ecu
w-a- a "times an- tougher than Common.
in a
Carnegie
repdr mesent. Obviously, if there
C
^TiLiOCnil 5 lio"s "'"' 'I'xarinaroent, as no o»l according
g-cial
dAtegotea
troin
United
Stal
I'niln
Join
Hopkins University.
eerned if he would sel the flag Qi his desire at half-iiiast.
II'. since
hortage 'of mb'ney tor bhe pubcon
lication Of "The SI ll Iv.lil" alnlle, the , College fellows? i
X ■will attend the world econojnic
he so assaredly wishes to dictate what should be taught in tptllege
X leience soon to I"-, held. This- failure
Tin- t.tbei.1,1 ll.uh a1 ' SynacHsf added ( xpein.e',,f ano; ln-'r puhlical ion. ' "They're line when so'beir", de_ sod school, he is presenting himself as choice for Commissioner
lo send delegate* td a *ori«] ..*.- - I'niveisii.t |ci(itduiiis' jts mleiiiLgsl lit io he printed from the same ''old clared Eddie Cantor
when interol Ediif.11 ion. then there are smile students who are thankful fhej
:-: lerence may fcl 'i
RurdSpean na- the college'library. Ask any member ci'ack-d-i -;■ -in>i " was out
of the viewed
by
a Temple
tuiveiBity
lions
to
wonder
.hew
diligent
.
w.•
HI
Women's
Politics-Ctab
if
such
a
trnastion. However, then- was no student.
"•ill graduate in June.
are
,int
JiHii-'il.^ire-l
t,,
sKfe
world
Ire.-ili/m
js
fgj'ai^tud
ojijUiis
campus.
move-ma-It'' to liar! mil whether- oV
Mr. Baxter throughout Ids controversy has been defining JJtissin xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
prohlefnfe.*- HlretnttTional' suspicion
At Vassnr College. 171 Freshmen
no: fie desire for thej printing'of
instead of eitheisthe ideals of CoiniiMinism or Socialism. peLf-adniitis rampant in Europe. Germany deTin- depression
is even blamed "Th* Garnet" wafe great enough to onl of lfifi. admitted that they ns'ed
Itv VOItMAV Mai l><>\ \l,l>
tedly Russia is not today CojtiBnuii*itie, ami perhn|>ps! hejer will be.
mands treaty revision. Italy for rea- tot the tact that li.fiy Freshmen re- warren) any action in its canoe, nor each other's notes,
or papers
of
sons oi a political nature sides "with
team al the W.IJ any statement made showing the former years on a thesis supposed
We are tolerant to Mi. Baxter's opinions on Russia, but we do nol
The extent lo which we have be- her. France and Poland deny Iniy ported tor the class
University
of
Pennsylvania.
>viiys and wherefore of the disconti- to be original. They explained thai
respect his dictation thai certain ideals, as in pre-war Germany, come Involved in foreign interests
pause for revision. Finally willi lanuance of the paper. Whole pages of this was so because it was tho only
Mould he drilled into ns. As students, confronted with a sick society and obligations iieyotid the seas is riff conflicts and cc:onomii- unrest
The- Dean of Women al Hunter the weekly paper have been devoted way
they could
set that
unfair
that Mr. Baxter and his generation have done but little to make h.ouiUit into intense highlight , by abroad, the atmosphere of brother- College saitl recently thai college at time- to the answens of the in- amount of work done. These girls
tlte
fuel
that
a
special
message
on
parties, quiring
better, we demand the right to seek our own ideals from the raw foreign relations was retinired by ly affection and desire to aid hu- girls don't go to enough
for giving the
reporter concerning
the are to be praised
manity in general
win be sadly don't go out enough and Bpeqd too moth-eaten and thread-bare subject true reason.
materials of truth.
the President io Inform,
Instruct, clouded. If anything substantial in much time studying.
of Fiishman initiation, while no atThere are a few students at Bates actively engaged in Sociali- and chide congress. The delivery ol the way of armament reduction is
en.i ni ha- been paid
to a cause 5T
x
almost accomplished in February, ii will
tie activities. What of it .' They are moved by a wish to alleviate this message l'ormed an
As a part of their class work, which will uot oiUy benefit the col-'H QROCT* IMlOTtKiUAl'H*. FOG X
episode, its chief precedent be a
splendid
addition
io
the students
of
Alt-Gill
University, lege's "inner-eelf" but w.ill add an- x
the Buffering of mankind, to curb exploitation of man by an inade- j historic
THi: "MIKKOIV
S
«as the World Court message given
Montreal, visited the largest brew- other set of laurel.- to the collection
quate social system : by ideals of social security, love, anil efficiency] the last congress, but that dealt ex- world's remarkable happenings.
ery in America.
she has already garnered from her
Bui the number of those students, although augmented by one or clusively with one phase of foreign
p
Following is itie schedule of
ilsti !■ institutions.
two since Mr. Baxter began to speak, is small. If he knew how many policy: this messaRe of the PresiMrs. Julia I'hillips Kuopp. wife
photo- jj
I firmly believe that there is 9 I be Inkling of group
dent
concerned
our
foreign
relations
of a B.
P. professor.
questioned I
Bates students were opposed to Socialism. Mr. Baxter would be more | around the world.
ugh Intense! in the college to X graphs for i ho "Mirror**. A
over
8M
junior
and
senior
women
all pictemperate in his indicting effusions.
start "The Garnet" going again and B was dope lust year,
at a midwestern coeducational coli«> takea
in the
The one woman who will be preWe deny that instructors in the classrooms of Bates College
PUt it on an individual basis if X tares will
lege
and
found
out
that
"college
■£
Men's
tiyninasiuni.
World
Disarmament
are Socialist or Communist propagandists. Many "youths coming sent at l he
women as a whole are
willing to neceesary. "The Student". "The Mir- X
Attendance at tijne schedin February is an Ameand other college publications
here to study sociology, economies, and government have found their Conference
share expenses with the men they ror",
rican, the President of Mt. Holyoke
have their respective board-;
why SC uleil, and tardiness to classes
love,
in
order
that
Ihey
may
get
ideals for social righteousness leavened and somewhat discouraged College.
In the positions of honor,
can't "The Garnet" lik-wi.ie have 0 cannot be evcused.
married at an early age and still one?
Wednesday, .lanuarv IS
I have not gone into the matter 9
when confronted by the tactual material presented in those classes. and distinction, as well as of resobtain
the
necessary
education.
Just
ion. •"'■'[throughly enough to quote >anv exa-i X ftBMW P. M. Choir
Before again attempting to deprive a college of its good-will. it. ponsibility which it accords to woa
of
encouragement
to
-he
bad**J
££
Z^SStSS,
1)rioPS nep()ed
S
1:05 l\ M. McKailane ( lub
men, Hie United States government
By .41, HOWE
ly smitten planning to get an M. A. but I feel that a
potential endowments from those who might see his accusations is far in advance of other nations.
Thursday, January II
solicitation for sub- X
through the sanu magnifying glass, its enrollment of students from This particular appointment of a
scriptions for the paper the -same as p I:>:».-> P. M. Bales Little
With the new year and a newFrom
"The
Beacon".
Kingston,
Symphony
New England ; before again attempting, by wislihiir to render less woman to the conference in Fe- season the best thing to do righl K. I. a remedy for Ihe depression is done for "The Studeni" would not X
l:t».-» l\ M. Men's Glee Club
only prove r—ynwnlW but practical X
secure the positions of professors in all Maine colleges, to suppress bruary is a recognition by President now is to review the rules govern- is found.
It
is
by
Bruce
Barton.
Women's Glee Club
Hoover of the active and powerful
we should
all
quit as well. In that way the cost couJd
the freedom ol the classroom, ii might be well for Mr. Baxter to agitation by feminine organizations ing participation in the two current who claims
Friday, .Inniiaiv l."i
spoils—winter sports and
basket- work, go to bed. and sleep it off. he minimized and the circulation be X
judge less hastily, for although "'e number who do not take him here in this country for world dis- ball.
limited only to those who appreciated X IS:OJB P. M. I'lii'l-Hellenic
Suits us perfectly!
armament. It may be also that our
g
i-or, t*. M. Lawrence Chewseriously istJarge, his influence, for good or bad- is extensive.
The rules lor basketball arc- th■■
and wanted Ihe paper.
ical—Jordan
We would covet for ourselves as for him the right "to study and President regards Ibis appointment same as for hockey. Bach class is
In leaving ibis thought w.ith you X
To be physically lit and scholasScientific
as a master stroke, a compelling
understand, thus making himself the stronger and more able to bid for the women's vote i„ the co- entitled to two teams a piece—one tically excellent are Ihe qualifica- I humbly suggest that yon consider X
Saturday, -laiiuary Hi
Game) and one Hlack.
Eligibility tions that co-eds at Stanford Uni- the matter.
There
is
no
need
for
oppose doctrines thai he believes to he both false and dangerous"— ming national elections.
for tin- teams is based
on health. versity must meet before they can allowing the literary talent that has X 12:0.-, p. M. Junior exhibition
((lass ol l«>:J2)
words which Mr. Baxter cabled from Moscow in I9s?9. Whether those
sportsmanship, ability and attend- be allowed out until 12 o'clock.
in the pa.st made itself manifest, now V
For
once,
Senator
Borah
strikes
1:05 P. M. (lass Officers,
ance at 86% of the practices. The
doctrines be of Socialism or Capitalism, we demand freedom of study
lie dormant because of "the deprrn- HI ••:!:{
an opinion assenting to that of the teams are chosen by a comniillee
and discussion.
At Witleiiburg University, Ihree aion.'J Ask a tew questions by means
majority
of Congress.
Borah
is consist ins of the captains of Un(lass Offlceva, 111:11
most emphatic in his belief that learns, coaches, student coach, and blond co-eds recently debated with of your "Inquiring Reporter" if neClass Officers, I OH.-,
three dark-haired girls of tin- same cessary, or bring the matter to light X
United States should not consider three members of ihe
Monday, -lauuai-y is
The Student's Planks
W. A. A.
further reduction and
cancellation board appointed by (he manager of university on the subject ihal bru- at the next Student Assembly and g UtrM P. M— V. m. c. \.
intelligent
than enter a plea for the mwuri-rtion of X
Of war debts. After all. what fur- the spoit. Ai the end of each sea-» nettes are more
• Calki no(
blonds .The decision
favored the Bates' literal y endowment so that S
The Student here tabulates a list of practical recommendations ther action
is warranted on our son, the two teams
I:(I5 P. M. Women's Athletic
in each class brunettes.
c he may he on an equal wilh her
it shall press during the period from now until the present adminis- Part?
We have already camelled, shall compete agittlnsl each other.
Association
fellows in lhat department as well
two-thirds .The team winning two out of three
tration leaves office in March. Willi the New Year already under forgiven, and foregone
8
„
; K'"«leiU (.ineriMiieni
Mr. Warren Benson of the Place- an in those in which she al present :.:
of Ihe war debts. Europe seems lo
Iiiesilay. January 141
way, time in which to present these matters fully shall be limited, regard the problem of settling their ; games contributes one point to its ment Bureau at the School of Edu- excelte.
:-:
] side.
X 12:05 P. M. Student Council
X
and sonic may not be touched at all. The editor would welcome at debts as ours. Why can't they ascation ai li. U. siressed Ihe necesRespectfully.
X
I :o., p. M. Garnet Key
In winter sports, trials lor ea.li sity for the students to realize that
X
sume
some
responsibility
themany time, letters or suggestions on any of the following topics:
LESTER P. GROSS, '34.
X
Sons and Daughters :•:
event shall be held two weeks be1. Compulsory Chapel: The elimination of six compulsory Jt- selves? The sums of money they i fore the season is over. I'oinls fur theirs is a held of much competi1
„.
»f Bates
tion, and they must strive to posowe to us are but a mere fraction
£
\\ edneeday, .lanuarv 80
lendanees a week at chapel; the present system to be substituted by of Ihe money they see fil to spend the Garnet and Black team shall be sess something beside scholastic To the Editor of the Student
:•:
! ■*■• '*• * Honor Students
a program of three compulsory attendances a week at assemblies in On armaments. After all. in justice decided as follows: decide on the ability, namely personality. A good Sir: —
■:«••
P.
M.
La
Petite
A.adeevents
ol
the
season,
say,
six
or
resolution for the new year.
which secular rather Hum religious topics shall be Stressed, and to our own citizens, our congress is
Through
my
connection
with
in ie
:•:
(may
vary
i„
number);
by the thought
that for seven
"The Student" I have Ihe privilege
voluntary attendance at three weekly religious services, one of these swayed
•mow a number Of
events within ven and on Friday at 6.48. Heads of replying officially in this issue
l'hi Siynia lola
:•:
every
dollar
of
cancellation,
a
dolto be under the control of The Council on Religion.
I hur-sday, January 21
the events decided upon,
say four up when you attempt to enter Hand
lar of taxes conies out of Ihe Ame- or
to tho letter printed above.
X
live out
of the total
number:
ia-.«5 i\ M. |,an«lHla Alpha
2". Freshman Initiation: The abolishment of the Darnel Bay rican la.\-payer's pocket.
A meeting of the Publishing Aseach girl decides ror herself the 't>iu at these hours.
l:05..p. M. Heutsofter Verein :•:
and organized initiation of Freshmen by the Sophomore Class.
Big;
Week-emi
for
A.
A.
I
toy
id
:•:
sociation
was
called
just
before
the
events she will enter. keeping a
Delia Phi Alpha
:<
Members
Christmas recess. With the earue-i
Initiation henceforth to be djVeatly controlled by Student Council;
The Disarmament Conference of score ,;„,! by Which ability may
be
Fitjday,
January
22
.Saturday is going to be a big day hope thai ways could be found to
l. WOl-,1 whin!, r,,,!,,,., !„ !.'..!,..„„.... i„,l ,.„ J .
.
■> ,u'l-v "c
:<
penalties devised by Student Council io be inflicted upon conviction the world which opens in February judged: at the end of the season for several members
18:08 P. M. Spoffoitl (lub
on the Board. finance one or more issues of "The
Will do so in an almospliere of dis- decide which is the best score in
1:05 p. M. Alclbea
i
by Council in sitting. Infractions of rules by Freshmen to be reported couragement. Just when the world
Friday
Itosie
Lamhcrtson,
Ronny
Garnet"
this
current
year
Mr
Rneach eve,,, and which is the poorKainsdell flnlnnlHli
by any iipperclassman. but there must be at least two witnesses to outlook for peace was brightening est: then classify players according Mel,her and Diggs Augustiniis are rati was elected editor.
Alter, midyears — (IcIUiile
having for Northampton to attend
these infractions.
and a poAverful factor for the gua- to their records.
Consequently, a
notice
calling
st
li<«tliii-\
to
he arranuml lai.-r. X
sponsored
by Ihe for material for the first issue of
3. Women's Rules: .\x suggestion is made to the Student. Gov- rantee of arbitration of political
Training must be kept the la3t the convention
lining Club
disputes, the League of Nations, two weeks before the games and Smith Outing Club. On the same, The Garnet" is already posted on
Vursil) Club
X
ernment Board to codify and simplify rules governing the women of
was apparently in successful opera-, during the preliminaries for win- day Colby is holding a Play Day the bulletin board
I'.an-s Studeni
^
the college.
for delegates from the University
uon, a series of events had to beset, ter sports
It is gratifying to the Publishing!''
Sotlalitas I.alina
of Maine and New Hampshire and
<;0|f
4. Consolidation of Clubs: The combination of the vaiioii:, the conference with great difflcul'-A Plajors
X
Bates.
W
are
to
be
represented
bv
e
g
peD
Mr. Tom Lamey has quite a task
scattered clubs into si? or seven larger,"more inclusive, less spe- ties. Undoubtedly,, the setback re\arsi«j Play
6
n
-Tr.
s',V
?
*»"»n"
letter"
Em
Finn.
Becky
Cousius.
Al
Howe.
cialized clubs with definite treasuries, ideals, and programs: or. as ceived fcy the League of Nations in
h„ ,,C ®tu4Ml
"»* it « hoped
AtlUctlc Couucil
that the frozen credit of the deMtrror Boui-d
X
an alternative, the limiting of memberships by the present clubs. The
pression mentioned above will not
Publishing Association
j(
meeting of club delegates in a convention to settle this matter.
coagulate the flow of creative ink
Men Debaters
X
5. Commons: Permission to eat off-campus to extend to Juniors
Respectfully vours
Minimi Dchaters
H
as well as Seniors. Each student taking meals at the Commons or at
Debating; Council
v
WILLIAM DUNHAM
President of the
xxxx
xxxxxxxxxx>acx>^-:xxxxxxx
Publishing Association.
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Bates Writer Extols Frank
Attitude on Matters of Sex
Charles? E. Packard Advocates
VUm,
Made Wholesome
p
View

^ ^flB&£
" ^uS
In "The Christian Leader"

(Wiim's Kane: The article which
in the ftofH. 18, J!»aj ijisiip
„f "Xl»e tauifaitiiui U«<lci'- 4iy J»pof.
(iharlM B. l**okj»wl is cm ii ii-d "(The
Mini <io<l Marto."
SHi,. Stuih-iit rt>.
prints it in port. THie first install■•■out includes foot. Packard's outline at the mailer of MS through the
l.iol<»Ki<'iil world to man. His treatBlent or *e\ in man will ftpfMB next

i,l»pe:ii'ofl

angle chemi«t .mixed carbon, hvdroBen. nitroKen. oxygen, sulphur, -phosphorus, calcium. Beaton, iron,
polan.-mun, HAC„
in such
an oriRinul
way that a different .product appeared upon the earth. Here was change
indeed! A glassy, viuiid, semi-solid
bit or matter with numerous chemical
and physical .-properties poswsed in
flome degree by as widely different

THE BATES STTBhyr, \TO5SESDAY, JA>HTAT?T 13.1932
porting various
body parts,
or |n
protecting them, and we l.ave connective tissues,
bmies.
ligamentL
l.'lidons, or the
SBStfcltffl U
tissues
which cover surfaces outside and in- ■
:ine the body. Specialization or parts
and differentiation of form and funelion coukl not help but lead to or-:
gau development,, and animals
had
hearts, stomaohB. livers, eyes, kidnew. The grow to snrh conrplcxitv
and such dependence upon one another that a whole unified apparatus
was nfi^ssary in the performance or
a particular work. So it came about
that digestive and
muscular,
cir•ii'latory. excretory, and nervous svsterms or
high
organization
were
needed to carry on the activities of
lire. And each one
01" these co-ordinating with all the rest produced
"I
II O !■ i , i i i
- a. - t
a harmonious whole, a complex multiceliular organism.
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Kalt-s-IWoWil Ho.y<»ke

plished very much and were port- commune together
upon ye steps
rayed asleep on a bench.
"Sereni- of ye Chapel, as it is an unseemly
tat". Horace Hamper, W8, however, sight ror ye youthes and ye damrelates great
things in his
class sels thus to congregate and sparkle,
history: "Daring the past year the one with ye other.
Per order.
Ye Facultle".
Faculty have been accustomed
to
come 'to members of our class for
Possibly that's
the
reason
we
advice and general information (seelhare such
bright
lights
around
below), all of which
we gave
as I campus nowadays. Who knows?
The second triangle of the East- far as was not detrimental to the
At the very
end of their
"fine
ern Intercollegiate League debates interests of
the Kvi] One.
itadei example of literary style" the edi■will be held February
nineteenth whose auspices we
have this year tors
of the Garnet wroie a short
and twentieth.
Bates'
affirmative striven to labor". The "below" in rhytned prayer for their work
and
team is meeting 1 Mount
Holyoke that case meant « picture of a Pro-! especially
for
themselves
which
here, while the negative group will lessor holding one student by the later experiences
proved had been
oppose Amherst College in Massa- ear while all that could be seen oi, quite a propos.
USe ,
,
,l e8 i(,n
r
el,al
wn
n Hn-i.,.,T, T.J! . !.
,
'i several others were retreating legs. I
"And it all ended." Our duty is
l. '°
rti«™ m„m '
ve beeuu1",' ,°';The Freshmen
of •>:) said
when done. !,, submitting
this work of
but
Mount
Holyoke
,
j
.„
.„
.
"^fonuncertain
merit, we ask vour indu!riTed
n
es
0, e
»J «ed.
They were planning
!
der
if
all
this
world
was
made
fo.-.gence.
Again
we
say-<1all<,p
after the debate and wanted ImC". The Sophomores Of '92, tvFarewell'
c- j-m*
■ _■_
__j
i a
a
u.
some subject «.%~
which
would
be suffiI pica! of all
that cruel,
heartless
ciently interesting to draw a crowd:
: race, showed them it was not, but
Accordingly.
the
subject
of the the Freshmen
The oldest university
in contifare for the entire
emergence of women was chosen.
term continued to consist
oi "so- nental Kurope Is the I'niversity of
I'avia.
founded
by
the
son
of
ciety receptions and eats" regardless of the Sophomores.
At least. Charlemagne in MB.

To Debate Quest*!

of Women Emergence

n

BKUUI

cpiiuon of ,M1 alumnus a!ul a LT.' ****** '
cryetals, but .in such combination and
l't-iif. I>a< kai-d's
(To be continued l
Kisl, and fllnd Cmarrangement
that
it was none of
wholntunte MMSftde on a
<|uestion
these. It was quite unique, quite in.
«
uliieh still .needs .I.-., n-^iui. bi-lc.i.a place
by tteelf. alone.
It
was
n cones cjitively separated from its
-organic matter,
vibrant with enerso the respective
class
histories
|>ast, pernicious, mooted qualities.)
gies, thing. It 'had the capability of
printed in tin (lamet inform one.
inherent .motion.
One could see it
It is up to the reader 'o believe it
In the
great eeriest -of
human move «U1 by itself, unaided. Ii grew
or not depending upon how foolish!
documents which make up the Old by adding food particles to its mass,
he feels at the time.
and New Testaments there
is one which it made over into itself in a
•'Vivid" gymnasium scene
venae which is of much Blgbf&oanee perfectly astonishing manner. It was
most humorous
teaId
Carnet was
the
from -an eaabryalogical
.standpoint. not like .the crystal which Just added
When the -author, or author.-!, of the on and on those fragments
which
art-Work. A special article
about
Hook of Genesis
wrote.
"So God made for mere increase ,m size, much j
the artist states
that be had already received his degree from the
i icated man in hits own image, in the as one increases tie volume of an I
College or Fine Arts and for four
imago of God created he him; male ice-cake by pouring freezing water
years had been studying along the
: ml fcnraile created he them," some over it. It tore down complex moleu..,.
^,
RRA1
Israel,
which
was
published
I!l banks of the Yang-tse-Kiang Rivet
fital truths came
into
expression. cular lood aggregates and built them
VO,,
li d
•
..l?.'? '" '"rough the last 1927. The writing of five books in to get ideas for
the Garnet.
His
The first part of thin twenty-seventh up again, making use of their stored naoi
w
"„.,., ?,. ■"
l">* Who in Ameri- four years, when one has other re- special torte (so it said I was the
verse or the lint chapter is a direct energy for its power supply. It resIt. it might he in- gular duties to perform, is no small portrayal Of the effects ol emotions:
statement, namely, that the creature ponded to outside stimuli, the sun teresting to do so. However, for tie task
as illustrated in "The Inspiration".'
man was made .in the
likeness of as heat and light, the cool freshness benefit of those whose time is alOne of the
interesting
accom- depicting the pleasures of imacina-i
(iod. It does not say whether that of Ihe wind, the pressure of the rain ready overfull with study prepara- plishments of Professor Britan
is lion as found in the
laces or the I
r production was a physical, mental, And finally it did something more tion and social functions, some of his translation
or Spinoza's
Dessocial or spiritual
one.
or all or startling, more unconventional than the highlights of interest from the cartes. This is a very splendid piece tour men sitting on the table and
looking l.lankh around the dirt v.;
of
the
foregoing
unusual publication
ibeae. The interpretation is for ns to any
have
been
collected. or work and a standard book. He is
room:
and
in "Finis' .
make. But the idea was so strong activities—it reproduced. It formed Bates College is honored by ha Vina also the author ol The Itiilnvopliy rat-filled
snowing the effects of fear and dislike itself,
new the names
of four of
its faculty of Music, thus adding one more to
in the -mind of the writer that he other protoplasm
may as the editors in their dignithe eminent men of Hates' list or authors, or which she
waned to make it doubly of phrasing. units, new individuals which carried listed among
I tied tall hats
stalk towards
the
Kinally, to make
himself
entirely on this process of living, and thus be- today in America. Thev are- Presi- is very proud.
I tailroad
station.
His miisterpi.■• .
Dagget Gray,
I'rol
dear he specifically names not only came immortal, for protoplasm has dent Clifton
Prof, McDonald is author
; was the "vivid*' gymnasium scene
Ronelle
Purinton,
Prof.
never
disappeared Herbert
man, that Is, the male human, but never died, has
Professor McDonald has written Which has been greatly admired by!
Prof. Robert ,-, very interesting book called Ad-j devotees of art. It is
ho mentions his complement, woman, from the face of the earth since its Halbert Britan, and
"true to lifi ,
•lie female, as co-sharer in this pre- creation, though some BnMaplasme Alexander File McDonald.
jiislnieni of School Organization ee and shows
that the doctrines
of
Preatdeni Gray active in religion
.-ntalion of His likeness. God then have dissolved and dissipated them\arious Population tiroups. In this ].]ilI<>s •Republic' are approaching
of
which
President Cray,
who has
been publication he sets forth
explicit realization". "Our Girls" is an esan not be thought of simply as A.1- selvt.s into the elements
the executive head of Bates College and helpful provisions for the v.i-|
.niK-hJy Father of mankind, but lie ,they are made countless times.
pecially expressive picture of cersince
1«I20.
has
been
very
active,
rious difficult
types or
students tain I8M co-eds.
At first these hits of a living creamust be seen as Almighty Mother as
What
beauties
well, a BWiHaK who combines all qua- tion were single units with limiting not only in the educational world, which would perforce be found in i they
bad in
those
days!
Why
bin
also
in
that
of
religion.
He
is
huge nation
like ours.
Hf giv
lities of uai'lhry
parents.
What
a membranes, called cells. They could
Couldn't we have lived then?
A.
the
author
of
a
book
entitled
Nliadifference
it would
make
in our multiply by breaking up into several
provisions for deaf, crippled, back-1 other "of bis great works was
"Ye
mash
Religions
Texts,
which
was
ward, and unruly children, as well
ihoiigbls about men and women if individuals or by having email pora port rail
of an
old
he came
to Hale- as for those who speak little or no Alumnus",
mass, written before
we could always have in mind a con- tions pinched off the parent
College.
A later book,
Vomli on Kiielish. In addition to his regular gentleman holding two souawhingJ
cept oi their common heritage from these assuming an independent exist- Ihe Manh, j
babies, prseuaaahl} twins. His later
collection
of I):
s n
position as professor of Education, productions are imitations ot phointerCoil. Taking this statement
of
a ence. Then a new step was
<iiay's baccalaureate and last cha- Professor
McDonald
has
had tographs; one is of I very inlriia.'mighty, throbbing human heart at polated, and. Instead of one cell con- pel addresses. This would
Us evident value, therefore, let us tinuing to increase in niunhers. two tremely interesting for any be ex- charge of the Bates Bummer School machine for making frankfnrts and,
student session for several years.
I.., reversing the lever, tor making
tor a time seek out what science has like cells lused their content into a h0 r,..in
It Is also
interesting
10
Mae bash, from wl.i.li cam. the "ugon/.
common whole previous to division.
bad to say in regard to Creation.
(Jur beloved Professor
Purinton thai all of
the hooks writlen
by inp mew of cal and leriilied :■ < .;.
The
physicists
tell us
that all It wa.; a .stimulative act. Ily it a re- is shown to he an author of aome
obtained. note. Resides bis regular duties as these four faculty members are in ol dog" on working days; ihe other
space is permeated by the ether. This newed .base of lite was
the Hales Library.
There
is al-o is ot ;i football scrimmage in which
is the warp and woof or the universe. This was fertilization. The phenome- professor
of
Hiblical
Literature another Look l.y President Cray, on
Within ii -throughout all the reaches non of SOX began, perfectly simply, and Religion,
be has found
time A. (!. Staples, which was not listed the players wrestle with each ether.
After the publication of the (lani'-i
naturally.
Reproduction to write five books pertaining
or stellar space are numerous Imli. - normally,
to in the latest "Who's Who in Anilthe artist intended
to retire to a
ol" various kinds, such as stars and Wtae no longer asexual, no longer an his subjects.
His earliest was Iti- ii. a' .
monastery for six months
to preplanets, comets and nebulae, organ- individual 'nutter solely. It Involved lilicjil Literal lire, written
in 1923,
It might be well to become inti- pare
for . the
following
Garnet
ized into systems or which our solar two unit-s.
Then came Lid-raturc
of the
DM mately acquainted
with the con- which', however, didn't follow.
system is but one. The glob.' called
Very soon .afterward a difference Tesitiiiiienl,
Literature of the New tents of some of these, or at least
The Passing of Anna"
l>> I.e.
the earth is merely an 1 nfi n it cs Una 1 could be noted ih some of the fusing Testament,
Achievement
<>f
the (0 know that there are some note-1True"ilofrtr
said Devoi.-d
Ifnehl
part or One ol' these immense group.' cells. They were no .longer alike in Master, and finally. Aehleveineni of worthy authors among our faculty.
Was a noetic description of the creor heuv.-ni.v bauson, nrrnVjtfitf to one form and size. <»ne was
notieeahly
mation Of
"Anna" wjlh
"fitting"
teaching of astronomy. What a sub- larger, less motile. (Hied with nourIllustrations.
The | cremation
bad
lime thought it is. this view that ishment. It wan the egg, or femaleI
taken plaee on the lop of ML David
shows our relation to the vastOK-' cell. The other was In direct cottij
as the lirst a. I in, the drama:, the
pause oT a linritlews Nature reaching u.i-l to this, very tiny, highly active,;
9 U-j J____ J
~1 OZ~W\
a"1
1,
second had
Botn
the
couruoom
out and out trillion-,- or miles into ■stripped of its excess protoplasm, n
w
v
realms that ajGC eu-illess.
spermatozoon or male cell. Its func*
-^
*
aawaa-nww^
;.,,„,
prgaftent
Cheney
in
che-yttdgea-f
The chejuist can take up another tion was to swim and seek out the
_.
*-»*• ir
Z '
;chair. The sentence was deferred
phase of flae study o,f .Nature. From egg, boring lute it and losing
tt.i
him.we learn thai the aerial envelope identity with the larger teody.
In
exacted but the Sophomores
weiv
is .composed of minute particles -some way there had come .about a
exhorted to
hold no move tburial
which never cease bombarding each differentiation of the «i>x cells.
services tor "Anna Lytlcs".
other vigorously.
The
worlds are
About this time
associations of
I'll" U.ni.-ition bv faculty
found to be made of weighable. life- cells were formed.
At finst
these
In 1890 the co-eds were just beBy XAXCV t'ROTKKTT
loss matter, of elemental substances, were all alike and were called body
realized that even
such" construcof extremely fine molecules,
atom, or soma cells. Thus arose a multiImaRine! An exclusive Bates pu- tive criticism as theirs was more or ginning to be noticed so that this
electrons, all in a state of very slow cellular animal and plant, an aggre- blication banned' Yet, that's what less doomed before it was given and proclamation was (perhaps) issued
motion. In the .last analysis we can gate of parts very loosely held
themselves
were
not bj the Faculty:
to- happened to the second issue of the Since they
"Ye youthes and ye maidens of
and pu- perfect (imagine
reduce much, if not all. of the -na- gether. To-day minute water-living Carnet secretly prepared
their
admitting
shall
neither
sit nor
four members
of the it! I their criticism would probablv ye college
tural world
to a large number of organisms of the protozoan
group. blished by
with a srain of salt. (I
energy complexes, heat, light, elec- such as volvox, istill sustain a rela- Class of 1S90. Copies of it appeared be taken
afternoon, wonder how they felt when it was
tricity and so forth, condensations tionship of thfc kind in the
adult on campus one Friday
of which give us the inorganic bodies condition. Jnet visible to the naked the same afternoon, by some queer taken to the furnace).
The Faculty of 1890 consisted of
of the universe. All this and every eye, these little spheres of life units coincidence, that four members of
other fact about the phenomena ol rooi about in .the water through the the senior class mysteriously disap- only sixteen instructors, a man and
Nature gleaned in astronomy, geo- whipping of thread-like flagellae. In peared until the following Monday a woman doctor, and four sym dilogy, chemistry and physics, are tre- a creature of thi.s kind we find what
A Profession for lh»
mendously interesting. Scientists in is known as the division of labor, beCollege Woman
1
these and allied fields have Cornier cause some of theise celUs which make
interested in the modern, scientific
*
agencies of social service.
.pinions of considerable weight con- up the mass are set aside for one
• .-rniivg the origin of this stuff called purpose alone,
reproduction.
They
The thirty months course, proviiinf
:iorganic. It is a marvelous story never 'do anything else in the econoan intensive and varied experienc*
through the < a v study method, leads
taken all in all. but it is not the only my of this household, and they are
to the degree ot
• vent of great significance in evolu- of two kinds, male and female. It
BACHELOR OF NURSING
tionary time. Here we mark the ad- is not .long before we have the proPresent student body includes gradu• ent of a new principle
in
cosmic cess of cellular differentiation carried i
ates of leading coUeges. Two or more
istory. something which had
been very far.
Certain
cells
contract, j
years of approved college work required
••rmed "life".
others carry on feeding
activities,I
for admission. A few scholarships available for students with advanced qualiAway back in
the mists
of our others protect. Then some of them
fications.
to
form ;
world's beginnings something
hap- come together in groups
for catalog and information address:
i'-ned. we do not know how, which fusclee. Their aim is to bring about
-fined an epoch of tremendous im- progressive movement, and to that
V
^
The Dean
'Mtanee.
Out of fornxles*.
inert end they always work. Different cell*;
The SCHOOL oi NURSING of
material was fashioned a bit of sitli- have as their specific duty the res•
* YALE UNIVERSITY
tnce unlike anything ever created ponse to stimuli. Nerve tissues apKEW HAVEN
CONNECTICUT I
..fore. This was protoplasm. Some pear. Others act in holding and sup.
■
—~
—
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Who's Who" Recognizes
Four of Bates Faculty

Frocks for

The Women's Athletic Aoiiociation
will hold it>-' annual banquet in iFidke
Dining M Jnnnary 14. The dining
room will he artistically decorated
in a color scheme of green and white
Alintis Thorpe. Clyde HoMbronk and
Norman DeMajco will furnish music during the evening. Emily Finn
will act as -towrt-mterress for th' evening and toa-sts w.ill be Riven by JtlMa BriggH. Thelma Kittredge, Arlene
Skillins and Grare Gearing.
An invocation fe to be offei-ed by President
Gray. John David will play a flute
solo'. President and Mrs. Gray. Dean
.Clark. Mis.- Kathlene Sanders, and
Professor Wahiisley are to be guest*
« tie- hatHtuet.

D;*

(A ¥ T I M E

QNAPPY

K N E E
3 PORTS WE AR
CKIFFON (XJOTHES FOH MEN
cluirgi- Account Servi.-o

ftitf«dra Pm-inton, Britan, McDonald and ..•""i.e'V
Pre*. Gray Are Authors—Pres. Gray
Active In Religious Field

Art Masterpiece In Qarnet
Displeased 1890 tacuity •••»•■ -"■

Women's Banquet
Tomorrow Night

COR.TELL,'S

109-111 Lisbon St.,

Lewlston. Maine.

Hecker-Franson Needlecraft Shop
WE SPECIALIZE IN

Ladies' Furnishing—Gifts—Art Needlework
Instructions rre«

79 LISBON ST., LEWISTON, MAINE.

Say it with lee Cream

QEORQE A. ROSS
Bales 1904

ELM STREET

t 'oiii|iliiiienls of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON
Main Street
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YEAR BOOKS
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PROGRAMS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

I

M»J»W

CATALOGS

Rip.

i.l.t ....i be

!'• ..hicliim

:i

Merrill & Webber Co.

ricturt Uf Young- Ladies Of Assorted Sizes In ""> *• penalty has not >,., been

Gym Suits And Using Dumb-bells Caused
Banning- Of Publication

Paper Rulers
r...t.kl.in(leis
Office and Plant
9S-99 .MAIN STBttBT, ACBUBN, MAIXK.

rinters

I FLOORS OF MODERN Kyt'Il'MF.NT)

QEO, V. TURQEON & CO.
Agents for the beautiful Gruen Watches

School of Nursing
o/Yale University

DIAMONDS

-

80 LISBON STREET.

-

WATCHES

LEWISTON MAINE.

ATTENTION, S T 1" J) E NTS!

Excel
CLEANERS AND DYERS
10% Discount to All Bales Students
A. G. LEVINE, Mgr.
Sates. '2s
rompHmeiitR nf

New Method Dye Works

I

|

The Best College Record |
A Bates Year Book
— To Keep Alive Memories of
Your College Days —

i

•5-

1932

The

"Mirror

»

II you have not yet subscribed for this Year Book,
you may do so at C^piri Library where contracts are
t

available at the desk. 'They may also be procured from

|

ELDEX PtTSTL\. ROBERT ^rA^•SO^'. ALTJIEA HOWE.

|

and BERNARD SPRAJ^E.

©p

m
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moruiun when they were called be-1 vision
leftdswa,
with two
of the
lore the Faculty. W. F. (iarcelon in i Professors act in
as Librarian and
his introduction to the bound copy! Registrar.
now in the Coram Library, the only
Seniors wore tall hats
copy in jyusiencc
at the
present i
Freshmen don't seem to change
time, by "he way, speaks of
this, at all. Even the Class of 1S90
in
"visit" as quite entertaining: "Af- j which there were only forty-two of
tor serious
reprimands
from the I them, altogether had as its main atPresident
and more or lean mental ( tributes (according to Ihe Class of
anguish the editors,—then Seniors, 1890,
of
course),
"Greenness,
—were allowed to remain
in Col-! Freshness. Hayseed, Conceit, Bashlege". All thai
fuss over one pic- fulness,
and
Beauty"
of whi.-h
lure! For it is supposedly upon the Beauty alone survived as the nr?slngle
sketch
of
Ihe
Cyniscaus dominating feature of the class aeClub
that
the
suppression
was | cause of water
poured from winba.-ed. This sketch.
spoken of aa dows, a baseball victory
over the
"suggested from
a bas-relief
in Sophomores,
the "discoloring off a
Athens executed
by Phidias,
the few visionary
organs",
and
tlugreat Grecian artist"
is simply a "swelling of several
proboscides"
picure of young ladles
of assorted caused by the then traditional "Hat
KIZOS In gym suits (especially bloo- Rush".
The "Hat"
waa quite
a
mers) situated in various fantastic thing in those days; the taller the
. positions using dumb-bells, weights,; hat the more "collegiate" you were,
"u rings and punching bags.
; The evolution of the hat was msie
X\
The Garnet
was
published
by; important
than
Darwin'a
theory
» "We-L'ns for You-Uns"
and dedi- would have
been. Freshmen
wore
cuti-d to "©vr Future Sweethearts, flat, squashed-in hats:
the Soafeeiu ABticipaUou
of our
Wedding mores' were slightly
higher
bu»
Tours". Those lour Seniors certain- still
had
that
squashen-in
look
i~y were {.ptiBjistiel Tagy prep, statr: which the Juniors eliminated withes) in the iBtrodttCtorj' e'ditprial that out adding any more height, hgwr
the "gentle, just, an<l HJndly critic- ever; and" then, at the heights ef
ism" in the Garnet
was for
the. ignorance,
the
Seniors
appeared
•ole purpose of improving the Col-' with tall, straight, dignified "Hata".
lege, its students, and faculty. The;
Cupid had beep the
idol o[ the
editors
said that of course,
they-Class of '91 so iney had not accom-

*
Lituli.mis du Francais
au College Bates

TEL. 3C20

<*.

♦*
•*

a s'abonncr au

ifHlOTOGI^pHY

Cl.EAXIXC and PB£3S9NG

Nous invitons les

MOST

COMPLETE

AND

m/tft Studenfi
UP-TO-HATr.

Luggage Store East of Boston

HARRTL PLUMMER

Fogg's Leather Store
123

MAIN ST.,

LEWISTON. MAINE

*

Journal Francais

Upholstery — Draperies
,

TnF. BEST IN TOWN
TOR WOMEN' AND MEN

Window Shades

HILL, The Barber

J. K. CAMPBELL

LE MESSAGER £
T.-l

'17 V,
^172

SaUll.ei Bltaet
I.KWlHTo.N

CHASE

De Lewiston
•*
%

0*

$1.50 pour d'ici a la
i'w de l'annee «coiaire

HALL

Two li«>st Places To Kat—at

For GOOD CLOTHES and
FURNISHINGS

BILL WHITE'S
and Home

WHEELER CLOTHING CO.
Cor. MAIN and MIDDLE STS.
Special tliteouiit jiven to colleje studanis

Taux Special:

Steaks, Chops and Hoius Made pm
Alt Spurt K'e»s \,y Rail.an U'1,;1«: Y.iu Eat
Bates Street,
Lewlstsa, Malas.

CRONIN & ROOT
SELL

GOOD CLOTHES

140 LISSOM STREET.

d
/.

DISTINCTIVE

Baal Carpentrr
11 Wfst I'ark.T

T*4e Ot?»felNAL

LEWISTON

\
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Frequent Practice
Meets for Indoor
Track Work-Outs

—+

Several Veterans Left—
Coach Plans Mile
Relav Team

1

l for lli' lying score. Bales bad a
decided advantage from then, but;
could not score.
Violetle Stan
In I lie overtime Violette. a form1
er Bates student, gained
a good
deal of respect for his fine work InI
•
ilie net. and the Garnet forward
1
line for its offensive power in pep-,
tiering him continually. Ray McClusky circled the net twice. und ;
Third "■'«! to slip"the puck past its guard- f\. .f,r.[r,n. flamo Fvhillitx'

Garnet Gets 3-2
Hockey Win Over
Portland Outfit

Bates and Colby
Open Series With
Deadlock Set-to
Wliito^

Cr.nl.„ in
WnileS OCOre
III

mnu

jin

.i|id j^

M'ul.pliy

Bearly S|||.

. Upening uanie EiXliIUIlb|nooi,

Good Play—McCluskej
Is Outstanding-

Period Ties Hockey
Encounter
By THOMAS Ml St.ltAVK

Ben
White's spectacular
goal
with only
four minutes
to plav
gave a determined
Bates sextet a
1-1 deadlock with a smart Colby
team In a game thai wear to overtime at St. bora a Arena
last Saturday afternoon
and opened the
State championship race.
Boor ice
covered by water and slush slowed
up the play, but added roughness to
a game that was marked by clean,
hard body contact, and did not In
the least detract from
'he
One
play of the bitterly fought encoun-j
ter. Pomerleau who played so well
for Colby in the early stages was
forced to retire in the second period)
by a severe cut on his nose that required several Stitches at the hospital.
Starting fast, Colby
forced the
play for the first few minutes and
scored early. The Mates team, prodded to action, carried the attack to
tbe Colby no:. Their efforts were
futile and the visitor's narrow lead
looked more and more like the
winning margin
when the Colby
forwards started up the ice again
late in the third period. The veteran White poke-checked
the puck
and rushed down the center. He
shot from just inside the blue line
as he came to the defense, and the
shot, less powerful
than his previous attempts, eluded Bob Violetle

prised him
With a vicious drive,
but lie survived the period, although
be had to smother the puck no less
than five times.
Colby scored in the first period
Tii Garnet bockej team prie I oil
when 1'omerleau
snared a
loos*
id of the l932 season againtsl
puck after a Bates sally and raced the Portland Athletic Olub and
up the Ice. Trapped In a corner by emerged the winner. 3-2, In a rough
Soba he passed out to Wilson who. and tumble encounter al the arena.
standing
uncovered
live feet
in
Both teams were pretty
front of the net. easily beat Plynn. matched and displayed i fine brand
Conditions bad
ol bockej for so earl3 in the
The bad conditions prevented ef- and with comparatively little pracfective team play by Bates, but a tice. At times [>iny was very slow on
fine Forward line was
impressive account of the poor condition of the
and the defense was particularly tee which allowed verj little sti i<
strong with Flynn, Soba, and White, handling.
who is also a slashing scoring
Joe Murphy, stellar center for
threat.
Hates, played a Bae game using bis
The
Waterville men
bustled stick with a dexterity and -kill which
throughout, but could not duplicate (popped man;, ol the visitor's attacks.
the aggressive play of the Bobcat Dick Secor and Captain Ray M<
late in the game. Wilson and Po- key both played . ■
ly will
merleau were outstanding.
McOluskey scoring two goals in the
The summary:
final period to win the game. Frank
Flynn solved me Of Coarli
Cel'.y'.s
Bates Lineup
big problems by
bis fln< play in
Ray Mddusky,
front of the nets, and this
tm kj
Ralph McClusky. 1. w.
Junior showed promise of being one
Murphy. Swett c. c.
nf the best goalk In I be ■ bate.
Secor, Hugg r. w.
White 1. d.

Second period

Soba i. d.
Flynn g.
Colby lineup
Robitaiile, MacDonald r. w.
Pomerleau. Wilson, c. c.
Brogdon, Wilson. I. w.
Hilton r. d.
Hucke 1. d.
Violette g.
First period
Colby—Wilson i Pass from Pomi t
lean)
Penalties—none

By THOMAS MCSGBAVB
Al the end of a week's training in
the winter campaign thai includes
in: : competition with Maine and
relay raci - al the B. A A. games and
where, Coach, Kay Thompson
took in account of stock of some of
"'" CraCk l"^iK,i< Monday after-

No scoring
Penalties—Hilton. McClusky
Third period —
Bales— While ' unassisted I
Penalties—Soba

Overtime—

N'o scorinc
Penalties — none
Referee. Simpson (A. S. D.).
Umpire, Cutter i H. v C. I
Time 3-15 minute periods and
."> minute overtime.

iM

,„,.

srtB

,He began a system

whii b he intend.- to institute this
ol conducting frequent practice
thai serve as a competitive
workout for the regular performers
and require greater effort and thus
aid the development of the others.
A ., ries of relay races were the
order with team running both one
and two miles. With no desire for
balanced teams the coach mixed the
men
indtscrimlnanfly
and
was
ed- with the results. Not in the
best of shape due to the short time
out the men did nol try for time, but
two mile squad of several men
stood ut. He of the smooth stride.
Arnold Adams, of last year's fine
two nrtle team and the medley that
forced Penn to new world figures.
has jumped back to the half and 1*
ea ly for a One season. Norman Cole
was only a few seconds over two
I early season
time.
With the Penn relay champions two
years ago and last year'.; welllled two mile quartet, he is a
ran Captain Norman Whitien found the drop to the short
distance none too hard and will
double with the two mile. Clayton
Hall, a junior, who ran some good
rates last year gave indications that
he will run a good half. Russell Jellison. the former Northeastern str-r.
who is well known around the big
'M for hie two mile ability.
found the half to hie liking. His
experience wfll help him a good .leal.
John
MIIy
and Donald Smith, a
phomore, also earned places. Law
two minutes in a dual meet
| lasl spring and Smith ran 8 Strong
leg on the freshman two ml e team
in the New BnglandS. Others mak-

Varsity Club Initiates
New Bates Lettermen
The initial ion to the Varsity Club
was held Monday night, December
13, in tbe Alumni gymnasium. The
members of the Student body to receive tbe admonitions of the paddles were: Waldo Clapp '32, Paul
Broggi '32, Robert LaBoyteaux '32,
Eugene Jakanoski '32, Mashe Lightman '32, Charles Wing '32. Dana
Williams '32. Franklin Maybury
•32. Bernard Sprafke '32, Arnold
Adams
"33,
Bertram Antine '33,
James demons '33. John
Dobravolsky "88. Walter King '33, John
Lary
'33.
Samuel
Scolnik
'33,
Franklin Wood '33. John Hall '34.
Russell .lellison "84, Howard aflllett
'34. Joseph Murphy "34, Louis Meager '31. Francis Soba '34, Richard
Secor '35. Charles Toomey "34.
-;o: —

Buffalo Conference

CHENEY GIRLS'
OPEN HOUSE
IS A SUCCESS
Cheney Hotkse co-eds gave the men
an anual "break" last Thursday
night when they had open house.
The chairman of the committee WBB
I'Jda Osano, "!3. and oilier committee
members were: Verna Brackett '3 1.
refreshments, Ruth Johnson "it.
chaperones. and Virginia Lewis '33,
music.
The first hour was spent in going
about the house and the rest of the j
evening was devoted to dancing and'
bridge in the Rand Hall gym where
ijome of Gil Clapperton'ii orchestral
furnished the music. A special fea-:
ture was a balloon elimination dan-j
co.
Those attending the open
house
affair were: Chaperones:
Mr. and
Mrs. C. R. Thompson. Professor
Waumaloy, and Dr. Wright.
Dean |
Clark and Miss Metealfe were special j
guests.
The others present were: ;
C'-leste Carver. Mildred Mover. Constance Conanl. Virginia Lewie, Norma Hinds. Edu Osano, Virginia M,Xally. Alice Hellier. Margaret Hoxie.
Dorothy Kimball. Thelnia King, Verna Brackett. Ruth Johnson, Ruth

| Frv? Helen Dean, Marjorii
Matrjorie Reid. Ruth Bowm
Jru.lc Diggery, Miillieeni Baige, rjJJ"
Xrilson.
Rose GaAlinari. PraoiS
Webb. Mirian Diggery. Theism. p0„
Jin.
Deborah
Thompson, M*
Chick. Olive Grover. Albert oii-,-e.
George
Driscoll.
George Ti,,-n '
Frank O'NOill, Russell Lynch. u0n-,j
Smith.
Walter
Rautio.
Kenneth
Wood. Richard Stetson. Paul «,
eons, Robert Kramer. Vincent Kiii,v
Merrill Richardson, John Van K\,|,','
Gorden Jones. Norman Grefin. \\al;
M©rrtU, -Clifford Jordan. .v.niUr.
Thorpe. Dana William's. Bruce p
tison. Milton Lindholm. John I> .
ly, Harold O'Conner. Charles I'n-.
Robert Carter. Norman Ra-inv
Lloyd George.
The
Preach
government
|1;,
given 50.000 -francs to Harvard to
be used
in
"strengthening ii„.
friendship between
this
countrj
and France by spreading knowledg.
of the French language."

EOT TOASTED SANDWICHES
Piistiy and Hot C"ITcn
nt our fountain

Jordan's Drug Store
ON THE COENEK

51 COLLEGE STREET
Wo can show you a varied selection ol

Good Clothing
Good Furnishing
POPULAR PRICES

Haskell & Hopkins
27

LISBON

STREET

SERVALL
LUNCH
11 Bates St.

Geo E. Sclinii.!!

The Blue Line

r,owlstou —Bi'Diford—Farming ton

PRIZE CUPS
FOUNTAIN PENS
of all standard malEta

LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS
LADIES'
LEATHER HANDBAGS
LEATHER BILLFOLDS
BOOK

ENDS

CLOCKS

l.ewi-iion—
Continued from page 1
7.45 AM.. 12.:t."> P.M. 4.2.1 P.M.
indicative of the broadness of the
Itiiinforil—
7.35 A.M., 12.36 P.M., 4.15 P.M
new conception
of the missionary
I- ;"riiiin^toil—
program, which includes not ODly
7.30 A.M , 12.20 P.M. 4.10 I'M
the old emphasis of foreigu misSTANDARD TIME
sions, hut also the task of Christianizing the homeland and of estaCOMPANY
blishing right relations between the
nations of the earth.
The main sessions of the convenGl Sabiilliis Street
tion wore organized about four diCITIEH
oERVK i: QASOUNB
visions of the general theme: 1. A
and LUBRICATING OILS
critical analysis of the world today.
60 LISBON STREET
WASHING .-.nil GRXASTNG
2.
Effective missions in the. world
today. .'!. Disarmament. 4. Missions Ne.n-e.-i Gasoline Station to OOIIPEP
tacwlsrott, Mnlim
of the lulurc. Kirby Page spoke on
'•Humanity
Uprooted".
declaring +■
the great dangers in
the presentj
day world to be the contrast
between pli-nly and poverty, the menaoe "i class war, the race between
war and peace, and the apparent
impotence of governments in dealing with the situations with which
ilny are taced. His address was a
•all for thinking students
to -resJGSKfl
pond I" I"'1 challenge to make a
better wjorW.
Dr. T. Z. Koo.
ol
China, and Dr. Oscar M. Buck, of
Drew Seminary, also gavo their interpretation of the world today in
Its relation to the missionary enterprise. Other outstanding speaker^
COURT STPTW
Ml BURN. MAJ.Ni;
were:
D. D. T. Jabavu, a native
leader of South Africa, who spoke
illuminatingly on the great achicvi'iiiinls ol" missions on that continent. Dr. John A. MacKey, who described the outlook for missions in
Latin America: Dr. Paul Harrison,
of Arabia: Ralph Barlow, who delivered ;i vigorous attack
on war
and offered some concrete sugge?LLWISTON
AUGUSTA
lions a3 to how to promote world
peace; Dr. James Endicott.
whose
.
.j.
message was permeated hy a proINSURED CABS
Aitlnit '•GUI!-' Unraatn
Israel Winner
found sense of humor;
and Dr.
Waller Judd. a young
missionary
from China, who brought back with
him thrilling tales of service, adM Hour Service
Tor Real Courteous Service
2S Cents Local Rale
venture, and heroism. Dr. John R.
UNION
SQUARE
TAXI
CO.,
171
Main
Street
Mott. one of the originators of the
LEWISTON MAINE
Student Volunteer Movement,
ad+
dressed
the convention on "Missions of the future", expressing conlidiiiee in the present generation,
Bring Your Films To Us For Developing
discussing
the magnitude of the
and Finishing
task, and pointing out what he fell
I
HOUR
;; E R V 1 C E
to be the problems "demanding our
best brain power and
concentration." Dr. Robert E. Speer brought
the series of addresses to a close.
3 Minutes from the Campus
i.i 1817-W
Taking as his subject the convention theme, "The living Christ in
the world of today", he characteri/i-d the world as "un-Christlike",
but showed how the spirit of the
living
Christ is working everyTho Muccasin Houi,e
where thru His followers, in order
33 SABATTUS STREET
to bring the kingdom of righteous- IlfcALER IN HIGH QRADE HO Ci
ness upon the earth.
TBNNI8 SHOES AND VI.'BBM
Round Table is Feature
SHOES KErtilRED AND RECONDITIONED Tn LOOK LIKE NJ3W
One of the interesting
features
of the convention was the "Round
Table". The delegates
were given
RW CT ARK
Mistered Druggist
their choice as to which of about 30
♦
»' • VljX liVlV
p„re Drugs and Modtcines
topics they would like to discuss,
PRESCRIPTIONS A KI'ECIALTY
and each was assigned to a group
Also, APOIiO CHOCOLATES
which considered
that topic
for
four sessions. The range of subjects
Corner
Bates
und
Main Street
LEWISTON. MAINE
was broad,
able leaders
were in
charge of the groups, and the opportunity of thinking thru these
problems was of mutual benefit.
The various afternoon activities,
including a gripping pageant, a oneact play, denominational teas, all
contributed to the value of the convention.
The student Volunteer Movement
hogan in 1886 with a small group
of college
students who
pledged
themselves to become foreign missionaries. From that nucleus
has
grown- the present enterprise with
its vast influence thruou-t the world.
Its main objectives: 1. "To provide
and carry out an adequate program
of missionary education." 2. "To
challenge
Christian
students
to
choose their vocatioas in line with
LEWISTON MONUMENTAL
Compliments of
the purpose of God in the life of
WORKS
the world and the will of God for
their own lives".
3. "To
recruit
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
from among students well-qualified
James r. Murphy Co.
men and women for Christian ser6
to
10
Bates St., LEWISTON.
vice abroad". 4. "To relate such
Telephone 4634-R
recruits to the various missionary
sending agencies." 5. "To provide
a fellowship designed to crystallise
missionary interest into an
ever
FOEL CO
7 SABATTUS ST.
deepening conviction which
will
We Specialize In
find expression
either in service
abroad or in intelligent interest in
REPAIRING LOTUS SHOES
Phones
1800
and support of the siissiccs-y e-- 114 Bates1801
Street
Aj :-.t, Plotka and H.'d .:
67 Elm Street
;er3Ti=i.LEWISZOS

BARNSTONE^SGOOD

Fred C. McKenney

Jewelers

THE COLLEGE STORE

\ s

i

ALWAYS WELCOME

V'

;»v.
•I*

,»

iiig the squad are the freshman
Hammond, a newcomer to track.
Clarence Sampson. '32. Butlei and
vmrien. '34. and Molloy and Barney
Olds. '35. Molloy will probably be
used only in the mile run. A vanity
mi'le team la unlikely ae the matenaj
docs not justify It.
Plans mile team
With six fine quarter milers,
Coach Thompson has plans for a
mile team. Their performances indicate it will rank with the beet. A
team to lie sent to the B. A. A. must
he sifted from the following men;
Ed Tierney who ran here two years
atio with the Brooklyn Y team, and
who bee the O. K. of Max Wakely.
a former captain here. Frank Pondleton. Bill Pricher. who ba« run a
300 iu 35 seconds this year. Xunnally.
a New York team-mate of
Tierney, Bernard Sheridan, who led
Monday hy a wide margin in fast
lime, and Harry O'Connor. The men
will lie given
their first real test
against Deering High Saturday in a
dual meet.
——.— ;o:—
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(Allege Men Appreciate Our Clothes

RUBBER and OIL CLOTHING and all kinds of
Canvas and Rubber Footwear
LEWIS! ON RUBBER COMPANY
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"THL QUALITY SHOP"
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PEOPLES SHOE SHOP
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Copr.. 1*12. Th*
▲in-ncaa Tobictw Co.
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"A Complete Banking Service"

There are
no better cigarettes

= PCBBED UP SJMUNQ

*Pb Montgomery hn*M?»n «n iron
worker, deck hand, railroad
mechanic nnd a boo^d-al nxlrn
in Hollywood ... He ioom«H to
the lop in noise-reels because the
gol* were cuh-rozy over hi* grin
. . . And they'll go completely
zeoey wh«»n they see him in hi*
lare«r M-G-M, 'TRIVATE LIVES"
. . . He's stuck to IUCKIES these
last 7 years . . . Not a buffalo
nickel was paid for his statement
... He gave it just for a pleasant

"Thank You.''

"1 have always used LUCK1ES—as far as I am concerned
there are no better cigarettes—congratulations also on
your improved Cellophane wrapper with that little tah
that opens your package so easily." .-—TTV—PJC3TUU>'T -X

"It's toasted"
Your Throct Protection—cgoinst irritation—against cough
AIM*

Moisture-Proof Cellophane Keeps that "Toasted" Flavor Ever Fratth

TUNE IN ON LUCKY $TRIRB—60 mod~™ mfettef with tike world's finest dance orchestras and Waller Winched, whosegossip
of today becomes the news of totnorrous every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday evening over N. B. C. networks.

Lewiston Trust Company
Lewiston, Maine

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

J. W. White Co.

GOOGIN

COAL and WOOD

ATJSTTEX
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/

Lewiston Shoe Hospitul

\

11 Rogex

■. Uliams

